NEW TESTAMENT GREEK (NGRK)

NGRK 505 Greek Language Tools  3 Credit Hour(s)
An introduction to the biblical Greek alphabet, word formation, the verbal system, and syntax. Emphasis is placed on developing skills in the use of concordance and lexicons, as well as the use of various linguistic helps and differing English translations. (Formerly NGRK 506)
Offered: Resident and Online

NGRK 511 Advanced Greek Language Tools  3 Credit Hour(s)
An enhancement and development of the exposure to Greek word formation, the verbal system, and syntax. Emphasis is placed on developing skills for the use of various linguistic helps in performing Greek language word studies (semantic range studies and semantic domain studies). Pragmatic use of Greek for Bible exposition is emphasized.
Offered: Resident and Online

NGRK 520 Beginning Greek I  3 Credit Hour(s)
Introduction to Greek grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation for the beginning student. (Formerly NGRK 500)
Offered: Resident and Online

NGRK 525 Beginning Greek II  3 Credit Hour(s)
Prerequisite: NGRK 500 or NGRK 520
Continuation of Beginning Greek I. The student completes the study of grammar and begins a study of translation of the New Testament. (Formerly NGRK 501)
Offered: Resident

NGRK 620 Greek Syntax  3 Credit Hour(s)
Prerequisite: (NGRK 520 or NGRK 500) and (NGRK 525 or NGRK 501)
An intermediate study of the function or syntax of Greek grammar, focusing upon case, tense, participles, infinitives, and clauses.
Offered: Resident

NGRK 643 Greek Exegesis: Galatians  3 Credit Hour(s)
Prerequisite: NGRK 620
A careful investigation in Greek of the argument of the book of Galatians. (Formerly NGRK 660)
Offered: Resident

NGRK 644 Greek Exegesis Ephesians  3 Credit Hour(s)
An exegetical analysis of Ephesians emphasizing the mystery of the Church as revealed to the Apostle Paul. (Formerly NGRK 657)
Offered: Resident and Online

NGRK 645 Greek Exegesis: Philippians  3 Credit Hour(s)
An exegesis of Paul's Epistle to the Philippians giving special attention to Christological passages. (Formerly NGRK 670)
Offered: Resident and Online

NGRK 646 Greek Exegesis: Colossians  3 Credit Hour(s)
An exegetical analysis of Colossians emphasizing the doctrinal error being confronted and the Apostle's delineation of the Christian truth. (Formerly NGRK 654)

NGRK 650 New Testament Textual Criticism  3 Credit Hour(s)
A study of the materials, history, theories, and principles of textual criticism with application to selected textual problems.
Registration Restrictions: Permission of instructor
Offered: Resident and Online

NGRK 675 Advanced Greek Grammar  3 Credit Hour(s)
An intensive study of the syntax of New Testament Greek involving the reading of advanced level grammars and the inductive study of selected portions of the Greek New Testament.
Offered: Resident and Online

NGRK 695 Directed Research in Greek  1-3 Credit Hour(s)
Designed for the advanced student in good standing who has demonstrated an ability to work independently. The student will work with the instructor in developing a proposal for guided research in a specified area of Greek.
Offered: Resident

NGRK 697 Seminar in Greek  3 Credit Hour(s)
An intensive study in a specific area related to the Greek Bible. This course allows variation in the approach and content.
Offered: Resident